Improvement in automatic generation control of two-area electric power systems via a new fuzzy aided optimal PIDN-FOI controller.
Automatic generation control (AGC) executes a vital role to supply quality power in an interconnected power system. To cultivate good quality of power supply via preserving area frequency and tie-line power oscillations following consumer's load demand disturbances, the controller designed for AGC of power system should display excellent disturbance rejection expertise. Hence, in this paper, a maiden attempt is made to propose a fuzzy aided integer order proportional integral derivative with filter-fractional order integral (FPIDN-FOI) controller for AGC of multi-area power systems. A more recent intelligent optimization technique termed as imperialist competitive algorithm (ICA) is fruitfully employed for concurrent tuning of various parameters of the proposed controller. It is observed from the simulation results that the proposed FPIDN-FOI controller outperforms the various existing control strategies and PID/PIDN/FPIDN controller designed in the study for five different power system models. Effect of variation in fractional order value of integral on the system performance is analyzed. A sensitivity analysis is conducted to test the robustness of the designed controller under variations in the system parameters, load demands and existence of the system nonlinearities. It is perceived that the proposed controller is robust and executes adequately under variations in system parameters, random load disturbance patterns and nonlinearities.